Call for Abstracts

Oklahoma Center for Respiratory and Infectious Diseases (OCRID) invites the submission of abstracts that report recent research broadly related to respiratory and/or infectious diseases. Abstracts will be presented orally during the afternoon virtual sessions (2-4:30 pm, CDT) on April 5th & 6th. If abstract submissions exceed the time allowance, selected abstracts will be presented in the e-poster section.

Submission

Deadline: Monday, March 11th, 2022, at 5:00 pm
How to Submit: Email a Word file to ocrid@okstate.edu
Format:
  - Times New Roman, 11pt font
  - Title (Bolded)
  - Author(s) (Italicized)
  - Department/College, University/Institution to which author(s) belong(s) followed by city and state
  - Abstract Body

Abstract Competition

Postdoctoral fellows, graduate students, and undergraduate students who are first author on abstracts are eligible for the abstract competition. Please place an * behind your name and indicate whether you are a postdoctoral fellow, a graduate student or an undergraduate student at the end of your abstract. Abstract will be judged based on scientific merit and relevance to respiratory infectious diseases by the Abstract Award Selection Committee composed of faculty from participating colleges. Cash prizes will be awarded to the best abstract in four categories: undergraduate students, graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and overall. Winners will be announced via email.

Best Undergraduate Student Abstract, $250
Best Graduate Student Abstract, $250
Best Postdoctoral Fellow Abstract, $250
Best Overall Abstract, $500